A Smartphone-based Medication Self-management System with Real-time Medication Monitoring
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Summary
Background: Most patients cannot remember their entire medication regimen and occasionally forget to take their medication.

Objectives: The objective of the study was to design, develop, and demonstrate the feasibility of a new type of medication self-management system using smartphones with real-time medication monitoring.

Methods: We designed and developed a smartphone-based medication self-management system (SMSS) based on interviews of 116 patients. The system offered patients two main functions by means of smartphones: (1) storage and provision of an accurate, portable medication history and medication-taking records of patients; and (2) provision of a reminder to take medication only when the patient has forgotten to take his/her medication. These functions were realized by two data input methods: (a) reading of prescription data represented in two-dimensional barcodes using the smartphone camera and getting the photographic images of the pills; and (b) real-time medication monitoring by novel user-friendly wireless pillboxes.

Results: Interviews suggested that a pocket-sized pillbox was demanded to support patient’s medication-taking outside the home and pillboxes for home use should be adaptable to the different means of pillbox storage. In accordance with the result, we designed and developed SMSS. Ten patients participated in the feasibility study. In 17 out of 47 cases (36.2%), patients took their medication upon being presented with reminders by the system. Correct medication-taking occurrence was improved using this system.

Conclusions: The SMSS is acceptable to patients and has the advantage of supporting ubiquitous medication self-management using a smartphone. We believe that the proposed system is feasible and provides an innovative solution to encourage medication self-management.
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1. Background

Most patients do not remember their entire medication regimen and they also occasionally forget to take their medication [1]. Outpatients with chronic diseases, particularly those who have to manage more than one medication or take medication more than once a day, may not take their medications properly. The rate of medication adherence, defined as “the extent to which the patient follows medical instructions”, has been reported to be approximately 50–80% [2-4]. Patient adherence to medication is clinically crucial in reducing mortality of serious disease and total health care costs. Nevertheless, the above-described problems have defied a solution for a long time [5, 6].

The most common patient-related factor resulting in non-adherence include ‘simply forgot’, although medication adherence is a multidimensional phenomenon [2, 3, 7]. The rate of ‘simply forgot’ was 66% in HIV/AIDS clinical trials and 30% in other clinical trials [3, 7]. Recent studies have suggested that prospective memory, which describes one’s ability to remember to do something at a later time, is an important component in medication adherence [8]. Consequently, helping patients remember to take their medication is a simple and effective way to improve adherence.

As information and communication technology (ICT) develops, a system using mobile phones to support medication-taking will become increasingly necessary as a part of the mHealth (mobile health) system [9, 10], because mobile phones are easy for patients to carry even in the event of an emergency or a disaster. Recent studies have shown that reminder-based interventions using a short message service from mobile phones improved medication adherence [11-13]. Not only mHealth systems, but also a number of other types of self-management tools for medication have been published, i.e., reminder packaging, electronic medication monitors, and smartphone software for medication management [11-18]. Their features are shown in ▶Table 1 for comparison. Though all are effective to some degree, the authors believe that there is currently no overall, feasible, validated solution for patients to carry their medication history with them, and to receive reminders for taking their medication anywhere.

2. Objectives

The purpose of this study was to design, develop, and demonstrate the feasibility of a system using a smartphone to support the patient’s self-management of medication. The system aimed to provide patients with an accurate medication history, and give them reminders about medication-taking by means of real-time monitoring of taking the medication.

3. Methods

3.1 Interviews on how patients can manage their own medication

Before designing a system, we interviewed outpatients to determine the current state of medication self-management. We investigated their medication regimens, the number of their medications that they could remember correctly, the frequency of forgetting to take medication, and the means by which they carried or stored their medication in daily life (▶Table 2, ▶Table 3). We used semi-structured interview to clarify the means referring to the previous medication management instruments [19, 20]. Those interviewed were patients who visited the Department of Cardiovascular Medicine and the Department of Diabetes Metabolic Diseases at the University of Tokyo Hospital from April to June 2010. We interviewed consecutive patients who visited two departments of the hospital during office hours in the survey periods. The hospital is designated as an advanced treatment hospital. Patients who were under 20 years of age were excluded. They gave informed consent to participate in the interview.
3.2 Design of the medication self-management system

We aimed to design a smartphone-based medication self-management system (SMSS) that could fulfill all of the necessary functions listed in ▶Table 1 as well as any identified from the interviews. This system required two main functions, which are described in the next paragraph, for supporting medication self-management anytime and anywhere; even in the event of emergencies or disasters when no mobile internet connection is available. ▶Fig. 1 shows the main functions and the design of the system.

The first function was to store and provide an accurate and portable medication history for patients, as well as recording their medication-taking, in a smartphone. A number of pill reminder applications on smartphones have some of these functions. However, data of medication-taking in these applications are sometimes not accurate because they depend on manual entry by the patients. In particular, patients can forget to enter the information despite having taken their medication.

The second function was to provide patients with reminders to take their medication only when they have forgotten. Regular reminders are not efficient with respect to the following two points: (i) alert fatigue might occur in the case of long-term medication usage [21, 22]; and (ii) a reminder without checking the records of medication-taking has a potential risk for the patient to take medication again even if he/she has had already taken it.

These two functions were realized by two data input methods: (a) reading prescription data printed in a two-dimensional (2D) barcode (QR code™) using a smartphone camera and getting the photographic images of the pills; and (b) real-time monitoring of medication-taking by a novel pillbox with an automatic wireless sensor of opening and closing (wireless electronic pillbox). Recently, 2D barcodes for prescription data were introduced for printing on formal prescriptions in Japan, and they are compliant with the 2D symbols for prescriptions of the Japanese Association of Healthcare Information Systems Industry [23].

3.3 Feasibility study of the function of reminders

We conducted a study to demonstrate the feasibility of the function whereby a reminder was provided by means of a message from the wireless electronic pillbox to the smartphone when the patient forgot to take his/her medication. Ten patients, who were taking oral medication every day, were recruited for this study. Patients who were under 20 years of age or over 75 years of age were excluded. Before starting the study, both medication prescription data and the scheduled medication time were entered into the smartphone by the researchers. Patients started using the smartphone and the pillbox for taking their medication after probation period of a week. When a patient forgot to take his/her medication, the patient received a voice and vibration alert from his/her smartphone once. After completion of the study, the patients were interviewed concerning the acceptability of the reminder system, wireless pillboxes, and medication history in their smartphones.

3.4 Analysis

Descriptive statistics with simple frequencies are presented at the interviews and the feasibility study.

4. Results

4.1 Interviews concerning how patients can manage their own medication

A total of 132 patients visited during office hours during the study. All patients were contacted by the researcher and 116 (75 male, 41 female; age range: 40–99 years) gave oral informed consent. Of 37 patients who were older than 70 years of age, 27 (73.0%) used their own mobile phones, indicating that even elderly patients could use a mobile phone as a user device in the system (▶Table 2).
Eighty-five patients (75.9%) did not remember their entire medication regimen correctly. Forty-six patients (41.1%) forgot to take their medication, or took their medication more than two hours behind schedule, more than once a week according to their self-reports.

A total of 51 patients (45.5%) took their medications outside the home more than once a week (Fig. 2). Most patients (a total of 51 patients) carried their medications in bags or in pockets to take those when they were away from home. These results indicated that pillboxes for portable use is required to support ubiquitous medication self-management and those should be pocket-sized.

At home, with regard to dose and timing of medication, 42 patients (37.5%) managed them by cutting heat-sealed sheets of pills and using so-called “pill organizers” (Fig. 3A). Although this method is superior in terms of visual confirmation of medication adherence, an interviewee reported that it took 1 hour to allocate medicines in a pill organizer each month. Twenty-four patients (21.4%) managed their medication using separate sheets (Fig. 3B). These results indicated that pillboxes for home use should be adaptable to the different means of pillbox storage (Table 3).

4.2 Development of a medication self-management system

We used an Android OS V1.6-based smartphone (Xperia; NTT DOCOMO), and core data were stored in the smartphone using a relational database engine (SQLiteV3.6.22; SQLite Consortium) synchronized with a database server (MySQL5.1; Oracle, Inc.). We used the Java language to develop the smartphone-based Android software using the Eclipse integrated development environment.

4.2.1 Data management of medication history and medication-taking

For the first function, namely “data management of medication history and medication-taking”, the patient’s smartphone was programmed to display the following information: medication history, current prescriptions, medication-taking records, calendar, adherence rate information, numbers of remaining tablets, and records of patients’ conditions (Fig. 4).

4.2.2 Reminder to take medication

For the second function, “reminder to take medication only when the patient has forgotten”, we used real-time medication monitoring by wireless pillboxes that sensed the motion of opening. The event was automatically entered into the database inside the smartphone via a Bluetooth network. When patients took their medication, but not on time, they were requested by the system to input the record into the smartphone manually. When there was no record of taking medication after the scheduled medication time, a voice or vibration reminder was triggered by the smartphone within a pre-defined length of time. If the pillbox was opened more than once within a designated amount of time, the smartphone alerted patients to check their medication schedule to prevent them taking a double dose.

4.2.3 Reading of prescription data represented in 2D barcodes and getting the photographic images of the pills

The first data input method, “reading of prescription data printed in 2D barcodes using the camera of a smartphone”, allowed accurate dosage regimen data to be input into the smartphone easily by patients, even in the case of patients who had several medications. During our interviews, the average number of daily medications reported was 7.6, as shown in Table 2. After the 2D barcodes were added to the database of the smartphone, a photographic image of the data of the medicines was instantly imported from a pharmaceutical database on the web and displayed (Fig. 4B).

4.2.4 Real-time medication monitoring by wireless pillboxes

For the second data input method, “real-time medication monitoring”, a novel user-friendly wireless pillbox system was developed. Based on data from the interviews, pillboxes for portable use should be pocket-sized and the one for home use should be adaptable to the different means of pillbox storage, we chose two types of commercial pillboxes for development: one for home use and the other for portable use (Fig. 5A, B). The pillbox chosen for home use had 21 small compartments (New Kusuriyoubi, Medical Plan, Japan) for a week’s medication. The pillbox could be adapted to storage...
by “medication dosage groups” or “individual medications” (Fig. 3A, B). The pillbox chosen for portable use (supplements case, FANCL Corporation, Japan) was pocket-sized for ease of carriage.

We next developed a mechanical and electronic module composed of a microcontroller unit, a Bluetooth device, and a switch sensor to sense whether the pillbox was open or closed, and embedded the module into the two types of pillboxes. The pillbox for home use required two size C batteries, and the one for portable use required four size AAA batteries.

The cost of each pillbox was approximately 100 US dollars, which could be reduced by one-third by mass production. This device was sufficiently inexpensive, and had the capability of accurately recording medication-taking.

4.3 Feasibility study of the function of a reminder system

Ten eligible patients (5 male, 5 female; mean age: 57.3 years) participated in the feasibility study (Table 4). There were a total of 133 dose timings. Six dose timing data could not be obtained because the patients did not carry the wireless pillboxes outside (three data) or because no data could be obtained from the wireless pillboxes (three data). A total of 127 dosing data were included in the timing analysis.

“Not taking medicine within the scheduled time” occurred 47 times out of 127 (37.0%). In 17 of the 47 occasions (36.2%), patients took their medication upon being presented with a reminder only once (Fig. 6). Eight out of 10 patients reported that the reminders were effective. Eight out of 10 patients were satisfied with the system, and seven wanted to continue using the system.

5. Discussion

We developed a new type of medication self-management system using smartphones that addressed deficiencies in existing self-medication tools. This system would improve medication adherence by allowing patients to keep their medical information to hand in their pockets. Additionally, such a system would facilitate lifestyle modification, which remains a key aspect in chronic disease management [24].

5.1 Improvement of a reminder system

In the feasibility study, not all of reminders were effective for patients to take their medication in case they were away from the smartphone or they did not notice the small sound of reminders. We would design and improve reminders to repeat second or third time in user’s favorite interval, to display some messages about reminders on the smartphone until the patient inputs records of medication-taking, or to send a reminder to their home phone.

5.2 Medication history in a patient’s smartphone

In Japan, notebooks are widely used to record a patient’s medication history provided by a pharmacy. However, few patients carried such notebooks with them at all times or remembered their entire medication regimen correctly at our interviews. Furthermore, at the Great East Japan Earthquake and Tsunami in 2011, healthcare professionals at medical institutions in the evacuation area had trouble in identifying medications that patients had been taking [25]. Therefore, we think it is important that smartphones have the function to store medication history to allow information to be available when visiting a different hospital or even in the event of emergencies or disasters. Moreover, medication history in a smartphone can be incorporated into personal electronic health record systems.

To store an accurate medication history on patients’ smartphones, we used 2D barcodes as a means of providing prescription data to patients from healthcare providers. Patients can use those codes to maintain their history by themselves when they get prescriptions. We believe that 2D barcodes could be implemented in healthcare provider systems at low cost in short-term development compared to other methods (for example ICT cards or online).
5. 3 Importance of storing medication-taking records on a patient’s smartphone

The wireless pillboxes in this study provided a system to determine objectively patient adherence to medication-taking. For healthcare professionals, the report of objective adherence data would be extremely useful for assessing the effectiveness of treatment, because the data are not currently collected in general practice. Moreover, the data would be useful in clinical research studies.

For patients, accessibility to medication records and adherence rate information may motivate them to become more involved in managing their own medication. Further, the photographic images of the pill may be not only useful for checking the shape and color of the pill.

5. 4 Future perspectives

A previous study suggested that automated reminders with mobile communication would be effective in improving adherence [26]. Since the database on a smartphone is synchronized with the sub-database of the server in the proposed system, the sub-database could be able to share data on medication-taking or a record of the patient’s condition with healthcare professionals (Fig. 1). We believe that this function not only has great potential for promoting shared decision-making but facilitates general communication. A previous study revealed that failure to adopt personal health record systems was often linked with a lack of consumer involvement during planning, design, and implementation of communication systems [27]. The system we have developed would facilitate involvement of the patient and allow for communication between the patient and practitioner.

Future research is underway to provide a larger and longer scale evaluation by cross over study, such as on-reminder and off-reminder (only record medication-taking records). We should consider the study design carefully to evaluate SMSS as the least potential bias of period, carry over effects, and patients’ emotional effects. A data-sharing function between patients and healthcare professionals would also be developed.

5. 5. Limitations

The primary limitation of this feasibility study was the limited generalizability to the broader population because of the small sample size, and the inclusion of participants with a variety of diseases and differences in awareness of medication-taking. Another limitation was that the study period was too short to demonstrate the feasibility, which would become evident with long time use. Further larger and longer term studies are warranted to overcome these limitations.

6. Conclusions

We developed the SMSS to monitor medication-taking in real time, and to provide reminders for medication-taking. The system has the advantage of using personal smartphones to store an accurate medication history. This feasibility study indicated that the SMSS is acceptable to patients. We believe that this proposed system is feasible and provides a robust innovative solution to the management of medication using mobile ICT.

Clinical Relevance Statement

A feasible smartphone-based medication self-management system with real-time medication monitoring was developed using 2D barcodes and user-friendly wireless pillboxes. The system offers patients two main functions: (1) storing and providing an accurate, portable personal medication history and medication-taking record; and (2) providing a reminder to take medication only when the patient has forgotten to take his/her medication. The proposed system was acceptable to patients.
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Fig. 1 Architecture of the smartphone-based medication self-management system (SMSS)

Fig. 2 Interviews result: number (percentage) of patients and frequency of taking medication outside the home
Fig. 3
Photographs of a typical medication management system for home use. (A) Medication divided into dosage groups; (B) individual medication groups. (A typical sheet contains 10 or 14 tablets. Patients are generally given medications by the sheet in Japan.)
Fig. 4  Medication information displayed by the “Ahkusuri” application on a smartphone showing: (A) medication history; (B) current medication; and (C) medication calendar with the adherence rate displayed.
**Fig. 5** Wireless pillboxes. (A) Pillbox for home use; (B) pillbox for portable use.

**Fig. 6** Effectiveness of only one reminder for medication-taking during the study

- **Non medication-taking within the scheduled time**  
  n=127

  - Medication-taking within the scheduled time  
    80, 63.0%
  - Medication-taking after the scheduled time  
    45, 35.4%
  - Forgetting to take medication  
    2, 1.6%

- **Effectiveness of reminder (only once)**  
  n=47

  - Yes*  
    17, 36.2%
  - No (Took medication quite later than the scheduled time)  
    28, 59.6%
  - No (Forgetting to take medication)  
    2, 4.3%

  * Medication-taking after being presented within 5 minutes with a reminder
### Table 1  Tools for medication self-management

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Electronic medication functions</th>
<th>Pillbox</th>
<th>Typical tools</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Portable Medication history</td>
<td>Remind to take medication</td>
<td>Record of medication-taking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reminder packing</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic medication monitors</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMS by mobile phones</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smartphone software for medication</td>
<td>Yes⁶</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ Only small pill organizers are portable; ² Many bottles are needed to handle many medications; ³ By reporting medication-taking records in real-time; ⁴ Some tools can use around one’s house but not use far from the house; ⁵ When mobile internet connection is available; ⁶ Sometimes inaccurate due to manual entry by patients.
### Table 2

Characteristics and medication regimens of patients in the interviews (n = 116)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years, mean ± SD)</td>
<td>67.8 ± 12.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male sex</td>
<td>64.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average number of daily medicines (mean ± SD)</td>
<td>7.6 ± 4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiovascular Medicine</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes and Metabolic Diseases</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taking medicines everyday</td>
<td>112 (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>once/day</td>
<td>15 (14%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>twice/day</td>
<td>27 (24%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>three times/day</td>
<td>54 (48%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>four times/day</td>
<td>15 (13%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>five times/day</td>
<td>1 (1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Possession of mobile phones</td>
<td>88 (75.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>over 70 years old</td>
<td>27 (73.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of mobile phone e-mail</td>
<td>47 (41%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SD standard deviation
The number of their medications that they could remember correctly

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All of their medication</td>
<td>27 (24.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A part of their medication</td>
<td>36 (32.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None of their medication</td>
<td>49 (43.8%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Forget to take their medication by self-reports

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Forget to take their medication or take their medication more than two hours behind the schedule more than once a week</td>
<td>46 (41.1%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

How to take medication outside the home

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequency of taking their medications outside more than once a week</td>
<td>51 (45.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How to carry or where to keep their medication (multiple answer allowed)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In a bag</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In a pocket</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In a wallet or a commuter-pass holder</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In an office desk drawer</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

How to store their medication at home

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Divided into dosage groups using so-called “pill organizers” (cutting heat-sealed sheets of pills into the amount for a single dose)</td>
<td>42 (37.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divided into individual medication groups using some kinds of containers</td>
<td>24 (21.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keeping paper bags given at pharmacies</td>
<td>20 (17.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keeping by a single pill bag which contains all the medication for a single dose (most of the time, multiple medication are in the same bag)</td>
<td>13 (12%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others (organizing medications using other kinds of containers, etc.)</td>
<td>13 (12%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1One sheet contains only single kind of medication
2Basically, multiple kind of pill sheets inside the same bag depending on the timing of dose. e.g. three times a day (after breakfast, lunch and dinner), twice a day (after breakfast and dinner), etc.

Table 3
Interviews themes and results (n = 112)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years, mean ± SD)</td>
<td>57.3 ± 15.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male sex</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average number of daily medicines (mean ± SD)</td>
<td>2.5 ± 1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taking medicines (person)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>once/day</td>
<td>5 (50 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>twice/day</td>
<td>2 (20%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>three times/day</td>
<td>2 (20%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>four times/day</td>
<td>1 (10%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency of forgetting to take medication before the study (self-reported, person)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than 4 times a year</td>
<td>3(30%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Once every 2–3 months</td>
<td>0(0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1–3 times a month</td>
<td>4(40%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1–6 times a week</td>
<td>2(20%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Everyday</td>
<td>1(10%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4
Characteristics of patients in the feasibility study (n = 10)
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